The Goals of the Museum
MUSEUM STAFF
The mission of the Museum is multifaceted. Our initial effort has been to gather and chronicle the history of the model car hobby from the perspective of the builder. The Museum isn't about collecting kits, though we have a modest collection of rare items. Instead, our goal has been to collect as much information and as many artifacts about services and supplies offered to hobbyists, and to focus on those individuals who have expressed their craftsmanship and creativity by constructing scale miniature automobiles.
The Museum owns all of the remaining models from Dave Shuklis. Acquired years ago with the great help of Norm Veber and Oscar Koveleski, the models were cleaned up (in some cases, restored) by a great group of builders across the United States. Go here to check out the story: www.themodelcarmuseum.org/Models/Shuklis/shuklis .html
The Museum has several display cases filled with the models of the famous and the obscure alike, each divided into topical displays: street rod, customs, replica stock and competition. As part of the effort to chronicle and celebrate the history of our hobby, we have created the Hot 150/Clone the Past program with its accompanying display case that identifies the most influential models in the history of our hobby, and then either acquires/restores the original model or replicates and presents the same in a chronological display. This program is an essential "core" effort because there needs to be a way of acknowledging, and understanding, the history of the technological development of model car construction since the hobby first emerged. Additionally, we have created the Scan the Past program which focuses on the goal of digitalizing significant model car magazines and related publications that have chronicled the history of our hobby. Said another way, we need to preserve the written history of our hobby while the original magazines are available to us. This Scan the Past program is based upon the burgeoning collection of magazines that we've been collecting since 1988. To learn more about the Clone the Past and Hot 150 programs, go here: www.themodelcarmuseum.org/Programs/Clone/clone .html
Another goal is to participate in current activities in the hobby. For years, the Museum has been the chief sponsor of the GSL International Scale Vehicle Championship and Convention which has, since 1979, sought out the best builders in today's hobby and provided them a venue in which craftsmanship would be rewarded. The Museum now presents publications in each Championship, including the most recent, when two books were created. As recently, the Museum has realized a long-term goal by reaching out to local contests, and the famed NNL events, and local/regional contests around the United States and Canada: Museum Trustee Jim "Hollywood" Fernandez has most ably taken on the task of creating a large data base of competitive events and NNL displays, and offering those events Museum support while working with promoters to distribute Museum brochures and gathering donations to support our efforts. Our ever-garrulous Jim has very successfully contacted many dozens of clubs and offered our support. In the next year, we hope that Jim's efforts can be extended to get these many organizations to assist the Museum with our several programs.
The Museum is also honored to have on display Augie Hiscano's scratchbuilt blue roadster that won the top Senior award at the RevellPactra I contest. This model is utterly breathtaking and well portrays Augie's mastery of the mediums he used.
We're always looking for volunteers and people who want to be actively involved in the Museum. Please contact us to find out what we need, or to assist in any way. See contact information on the last page.
The Museum Turns Twenty! BOB WICK It's amazing: The Museum has been in existence for over twenty years! Twenty years of chronicling the history and high points of the scale vehicle modeling hobby.
Those of us who began building model cars in the late 1950s to mid-1960s (or even earlier) have been involved in this hobby for forty or fifty years . . . a remarkable milestone in itself. We remember the "golden age" of new kits of Detroit's annual offerings, Trophy Series classics from AMT, Revell's models of fifties cars and special subjects like Roth's creations, the offerings from MPC, JoHan, Monogram, Hubley, IMC, Lindberg, Renwall, Aurora, Pyro and Hawk, parts packs, paints, upholstery and Ulrich Mini-Men, slot car racing, Auto World, Model Car Science, Rod & Custom Models, and Car Model, model kits available in hobby shops, at fiveand-dime stores, pharmacies and grocery stores, clubs in every neighborhood, local and national contests . . . a full and rich heritage of the hobby that was a huge part of millions of boy's (and some girl's) lives back then. To those who are new to the hobby, or began building in the '70s or '80s or '90s, it's hard to imagine the fantastic array of kits, supports and other items that were available in those days.
Researching, finding, verifying, tracking, preserving, and presenting that history has been the primary focus of the International Model Car Builders' Museum since its inception, and it is now the largest single repositoryanywhere!-for the history of builders and the artifacts we remember so fondly.
The idea of the Museum was first discussed at GSL-VIII in 1988 when Mark S. Gustavson broached the idea with Tim Boyd. The Museum didn't initially start with any grand plan, but with a low-key decision to begin acquiring (mostly through purchase) whatever artifacts of our hobby were available. Early efforts included Mark Gustavson's purchase of a large collection of models and documents from Jim Keeler (including what was left of his Dodge Fevers, the Car Craft magazine Turbine Tub, and the Model Car Science MCS-XI bubbletop Corvette), obtaining good-but-incomplete sets of Car Model and Model Car Science magazines, and archiving a bunch of Revell and AMT parts packs donated by Mark. To this modest but crucial beginning many builders (initially, mostly from the famed original NNL-Ohio group) contributed additional items and their hard work. For instance, Tom Dillion, who worked with Mark to restore the Dodge Fever models, was part of this group; Tom and Mark's restoration efforts on Keeler's Dodge Fevers ultimately led to the rescue and restoration of many more significant historical models, as well as starting the "Clone the Past" program that is dedicated to recreating historically-significant models that have been lost, destroyed or aren't available for display in the Museum. Go here for a great article on the Fever models by The collection of items outgrew the basement in Mark's home where Museum inventory had been initially stored, so, in 1992, an eighty-square-foot room in a Salt Lake City office building became the first formal home to the Museum, and was the location where the modeling public was first introduced to the Museum at GSL-XII. The Museum's collection then consisted of about 400 items, but as the collection continued to grow, more space was clearly needed. Another, larger office in another downtown Salt Lake locale was found, and following necessary renovations, the Museum moved into a new 380 square foot location in 1994. By 2000, the collection had literally filled every available corner, nook, and cranny in the second facility, and a new larger space was desperately needed. A 1,100 square-foot former motorcycle shop in Sandy, a suburb 15 miles south of Salt Lake City, was found by Trustee Mike Barlow. Following a very substantial clean-up and remodeling by members of the Utah Miniature Automotive Guild to make it useable, the Museum finally had a place where it could display the majority of the collection. In 2005, the opportunity to expand into an adjacent office became available and, again with substantial remodeling (including constructing a wall and adding a door, new wiring, the application of 20 gallons of primer and paint, and the removal of decades of grime and dirt to reveal an original tile floor), we now had a place for an expanded library, computer services, a larger area for filing cabinets, a meeting room, and additional display and storage space for the ever-growing collection of hundreds of built up models, vintage magazines, old trophies and contest posters, building supplies and tools, books and club newsletters, related historical artifacts, and other items the Museum is charged with preserving and displaying. At this point, about 7,000 individual items are in the Museum's collection. When the Museum began as a casual conversation between two hobbyists in 1988, no one envisioned the facility and the collections we are now honored to be the caretakers of, nor could anyone have imagined that the Museum would be profiled in Auto Week magazine and Hemmings Motor News, have a substantial web presence, would become the primary sponsor of the GSL Championship series, offer support to clubs and events in dozens of places around the world, would be a source for research, or the publisher of this newsletter.
It's truly amazing what has been accomplished by an incredibly diverse group of people whose common bond is a love and honor of this hobby, and what their unselfish efforts, labor, generosity, and vision have brought about.
And, with your active help and continual generosity, the Museum will celebrate forty years of chronicling the history of our hobby in 2028! John Estlow: National Champion Modeler
MARK S. GUSTAVSON
The history of the model car hobby is peppered with great builders who set new standards for technical achievement but who, so often, aren't well known. Whether because of sparse media coverage, or the lack of self-promotion, these builders didn't have a major "presence" in our hobby and, for that reason, their work isn't recognized. In our Vol.12 Since the first article on John was published, he and I spoke several times, and I sent him materials on the Museum and GSL. John sent me a lot of e-mail notes, and forwarded a lot of photographs of his "TV-Merc" as well as pictures of his other models (John also won top awards in the original Revell-Pactra, and the first year of the Revell-Testor, contest series). As plans for GSL-XXII were coalescing, in early 2009, we were deeply saddened to learn that John passed away from a sudden illness. After his death, Allen Taylor, John's nephew, called me and indicated that John's family had decided to honor John's wish to donate to our Museum his famed "Mercury in a TV" model and boxes filled with historic memorabilia, including a full written record the "TV Merc" and the incredible electronic schematic that permitted John to build all of the systems that powered and operated his incredible model. The donation also included many other model cars John had built.
A series of phones calls ensued, which led to Allen loading the TV-Merc model and all the associated items in a large truck van and driving it to GSL from Danville, Virginia. John's family shortly followed Allen and spent the weekend at GSL-XXII. The group included John's father Jack W. Estlow Jr. (who has since passed away), his sisters Nina E. Taylor and Joyce E. Payne, his wife, Judith H. Estlow, and stepson, Sterling Hartman. Allen and the family enthusiastically participated in the 22nd GSL Championship, and played a big role in the FridayNight Museum seminar at which time the "TV Merc" was unveiled. Allen played a specially-prepared CD which included quite a few photos and an "back-in-theday" audio interview with John at 1964 Cobo Hall Show. Allen will be presenting the Museum with a copy of that CD, which will be added to our "oral history" section. Also, the entire "official" GSL-authorized recording has been transferred to a digital medium by Jeremiah Gladstone, and copies will soon be available for a donation.
When Allen Taylor presented the model to the crowds at GSL-XXII (2009) Since almost no one in the audience knew about the Merc or John, and with only four of the Museum staff having seen the Mercury before the unveiling, you can imagine the collective gasp, and thunderous approval, as Allen unveiled the "TV-Merc"! The presentation was very emotional for Allen and the Estlow family, who sat on the front row, and for the astonished people in the audience. Even though I was pretty well acquainted with the "TV Merc," I was blown away by the superb workmanship of the model and the incredible electronic work that was designed on a note pad and built in 1964, without the sophistication of contemporary electronic parts and equipment. In addition to the expertlycrafted customizing work and paint job, John's Mercury exhibited working lights and related features that were rare in 1964, and are not often seen even today. John's Mercury is incredible, on every level, and has held up splendidly in the ensuing 46 years! After the seminar, David King, the editor of the newsletter for the Utah Miniature Automotive Guild, accompanied Allen Taylor and the Estlow family to the Museum, where everything was placed in a special section of the Museum.
Please enjoy the following images and accompanying captions so that you can fully appreciate the work of this great modeler whose legacy continues to inspire us all. The Museum expresses its deepest appreciation to the Estlow family for their generosity, and to Allen for his dedication to this whole project. John's "Merc in a TV," other models, documents and memorabilia will be protected in perpetuity. We'll explore the dozens of bits of history that have been donated, and will prepare an in-depth story on our Web site! May 31, 1963) . Mark suggests that these models were sophisticated enough in design, detail and craftsmanship that they became standards of model car building for many of us who began building in the late 1950's and early 1960's. Those early models included the work of Augie Hiscano, Dave Shuklis, Jim Ray Yonts, Carl Dunn, Jerry Svitek, and, notably, Richard Mike Johnson, who won the top award in the first Revell-Pactra contest. Builders became aware of these models through features and articles in Car Model magazine and in Model Champions-a special one-off magazine published to show off the regional and national winners in this contest-and in newspaper articles.
The model Mike built was certainly equal to any other great modeling from that era, and surpassed most. Based on an AMT 1962 Thunderbird, Mike completely revamped the model, added an innovative selection of parts, placed a driver and mechanic in the cockpit, and created one of the most memorable and thoughtful models ever built. The levels of sophistication and pioneering construction in this model have amazed Museum visitors when they see it in our Revell-Pactra/Testor contest display cabinet. As the template for trophies used in the Revell-Pactra I and Revell-Testor I and II contests, the model had to be rebuilt after being damaged on its way back to Richard from Revell.
As one of the top winners in the Revell-Pactra I contest, Mike traveled to Disneyland with his wife, appeared on a local TV show, toured local speed shops, and [of course] visited Disneyland. We have a wonderful array of these pictures that we'll show you in the next issue of this newsletter.
The Pegasus appeared in the following magazines:
.
Model Champions, (1963)
Car Model, November, 1963 .
Car Model, October 1964
Car Model Custom Annual
The Builder In late 2008, Mike contacted Mark Gustavson and asked if the Museum would be interested in a donation of the Pegasus. Needless to say, we responded with an enthusiastic "yes!" and arrangements were made to pick up the donation from a friend of Mike's during his visit to Sandy, Utah. Mark dutifully retrieved two large boxes of items, and unpacked this most remarkable of models and related memorabilia.
In the next issue of The Builder, we'll present a sampling of an incredible array of historic items that reveal the inner workings of Revell and its contests, OLR Publishing (Koveleski and Car Model magazine), and other items. Genuinely, Mike's donation to the Museum is one of the most significant ever, and is a highlight of our historical collection. We're deeply grateful for Mike's generosity, and are proud to feature his historical model in the Museum collection. It seems to us (the Museum Trustees and staff) that commitment by the magazines to actively seek out and print cutting-edge articles are too infrequent these days. It is the viewpoint of the Museum that advances in model car technology, building systems and techniques are key to the future of our hobby, and it is one of the prime directives of the Museum to encourage highercaliber building and scale realism in our modeling efforts.
We realized we have the ideal venues to bring back these types of articles and the enthusiasm they inspired: This newsletter and the Museum's soon-to-be established free, permanent online library of downloadable articles. As a result, the Museum will begin a new phase of its services to the hobby. In March, 2011, we will present the first handful of many future articles written by some of the hobby's leading builders that will present how-to articles on high-end models. We'll lead off with an article by two-time GSL Best of Show (1992 and 2009) Bob Wick and I are working now on basic submission guidelines for Web site articles. By late November, we'll have sent letters to leading builders in our hobby requesting articles that will be featured on the site, as well as posting a general invitation to all modelers for high-end articles on several hobby discussion boards. Ultimately, we might gather all of these articles and publish a "how-to" magazine containing these articles.
We hope that you like this new section that will be dedicated to "high-end" building articles. We are convinced these are vital to the future of our hobby, and that we hope they will inspire and stimulate advances in scale building. After some quick conversations between me, John and Don, and Jim Keeler, Don and John went back to the seller's home and bought everything in sight at considerable personal expense. Just a couple of weeks later, they took a long road trip to the Museum (suffering a mechanical breakdown in their van on the way), and dropped off a jaw-dropping collection of parts for the rarest kit in the history of our hobby. Check out the following pics, and wait for a great feature story in the next issue of The Builder following a major article that will appear in Model Cars Magazine sometime in 2011.
The Museum expresses, again, its greatest appreciation to the incredible thoughtful generosity of Don and John. In early January 2011, Doyle Flanders (Lonnie's son) called Mark S. Gustavson to say that he had found the original engine stand (built by Revell for the GM presentation) for the quarter scale Chevy engine and wanted to donate it to the Museum. Also, Doyle said that he wanted to donate his father's monogrammed Revell jacket as well as a wealth of additional photographs (many of Ed Roth's involvement with Revell in the early Sixties) in addition to many other items; the list is large. Of course, this exceptional donation was warmly welcomed. Museum benefactors Don Hollensen and John Lunger will bring these items with them to the TwentyThird GSL International Scale Vehicle Championship and Convention in late April. The Museum expresses its great appreciation to Doyle Flanders for his great generosity, as well as to Messrs. Lunger and Hollensen for once again going way out of their way to assist the Museum in completing this most significant of all kit manufacturer artifact collections.
Quick Facts

MUSEUM STAFF
The Museum notes with sadness the passing of Ed Wright, one of the earliest founding members of the Utah Model Car Association, and a local supporter of the Museum through his hard work and contributions to the early days of the Museum. Ed also supported GSL by lending his efforts to early championships, and by entering each contest from the first through the fifteenth Championship. Ed hosted many GSL attendees who visited his home, and were amazed at what amounted to one of the greatest collections of unbuilt kits, parts, build-out-of-the-box kits, and related items.
The IRS has recently instituted a requirement that "small" non-profit/tax exempt Section 501(c)(3) organizations (with annual receipts of less than $25,000-which certainly fits us!) must file annual tax returns or the tax deductible/tax exempt status would be lost. Previously, a return was only required every three years. Of course, in the style of the IRS, this new requirement was not communicated directly to any non-profit, and we only found out it in a Wall Street Journal article. The outcry from small non-profits was so strong and pervasive-all fearing the loss of their tax status-that the Service granted an extension through October 1. Fortunately, we filed for an Extension from the original "due date," and filed our return on August 28, 2010. This added workload seriously impeded the work of the Museum, (as it does most small non-profits, who have neither the budget nor staff to easily address these new reporting requirements).
Trustee Alan Raab's many-years' effort to catalog thousands of donated kit instructions and decal sheets is finished, and will be on display for GSL-XXIII (2011). Thanks to Allen for his years of hard work on this great project!
The Hot Canary was a really interesting redesign of the AMT 1936 Ford coupe. This is a scan from an early Sixties Auto World catalog.
We're still looking for the "instruction sheets" that Auto World published for the Dave Shuklis and "Smitty" custom model car projects. We're looking for the onepage, illustrated sheet for all of the Auto World/Shuklis models such as the famous Hot Canary pictured below. Can you help us out even with just excellent photocopies? The model manufacturers and distributors are an important part of the history of our modeling hobby and deserve a place of distinction in the International Model Car Builders Museum. There are many items of interest that have been donated or purchased for the museum that we prominently display. Trustee Phil Gladstone has set up three the cases with displays from AMT, Revell and Auto World. Each of the display cases have historical documentation pulled for the archival files and kits made in the 60's and 70's. The AMT case contains models from long past which are considered rare, a display of each version of the lacquer paints they once sold, as well as a Styline display and a Styline Ranchero built as the stylized version indicated in the instruction sheet. In the Revell case we have included our collection of several 1/12 scale wood bucks used to create many Sixties-era models. The Auto World case displays a rich array of items such as an Auto-Cutter, scale working hinge kits, upholstery material, decals, the famous display base kit, trimming tape, and booklets that taught modeling techniques. This case also displays some of the trophies from their monthly model contests, along with a car built by Mark Gustavson that took first place in one of their contests in 1978. If we can find two more cases, we'll complete our collection of items and artifacts from Monogram and MPC. We have just acquired, through an eBay purchase, a small number of photos of the work of Arthur Salmons, of Hynes, California. Arthur, a virtually unknown builder in the 1940's and 1950's, was an early master of our hobby. He worked in 1/6 scale, and scratchbuilt all of the models he constructed. Does anyone know anything about Arthur?
In this image from March 18, 1940 , this image shows, left to right: 1902 Oldsmobile, 1911 Ford, 1904 Cadillac, 1918 Chevrolet and 1911 Ford roadster. This March 17, 1949 picture shows a 1911 The Museum also gives tours to local groups, including this Boy Scout troop recently.
The younger generation typically can't believe what we have on display.
Where possible, we try to hand each young visitor a kit and building supplies.
In the process of organizing the built model collection, we've misplaced the name tags for the following models. If you can identify the builders, please contact the Museum (see last page for contact info). We hope there's no offense to the builders of these models that we can't presently identify. In the early years, we only honored one person each year. In 2000, we decided that two people should be inducted each year because there were so many people, roughly divided into two categories ("Writer/Builder" and "Industry Insider"), that should be inducted. A special Museum committee nominates all persons considered for induction into the Hall of Fame by that Committee (no potential inductee has served on the Committee for that year).
Hall of Fame
Here is the full list of all Hall of Fame Members: The nominating committee is presently considering a list of nominated names for both categories for 2011. Those inducted into the Hall of Fame will be announced in this newsletter a year from now.
Dave Shuklis
Budd Anderson
Don Emmons
Oscar Koveleski
Phil Jensen
Herb Jackson
Bob Barnett
Bob Paeth
George Toteff
Gary
GSL-XXIII Preview
BILL HELM
The Twenty-Third GSL International Scale Vehicle Championship and Convention will be presented Thursday, April 28 through Sunday, May 1, 2011 at the Salt Lake Sheraton City Centre Hotel (the same excellent location where GSL-XXI and XXII were held). And, great news: Room prices have increased by just one dollar per night! The Twenty-Third GSL Championship will be filled with the best competition from more than a hundred of the best builders in the hobby, as well as a wide variety of other activities. We will again present the traditional competitive Classes including the www.gslchampionship.org/Competition/competition.html There will also be two days (and evenings!) of seminars, a day of Museum tours, the Museum-benefit auction, the famed Trade Show, four days of renewed friendships and shared experiences, and the Breakfast and Awards Presentation on Sunday morning, May 1.
Schedule
We will open the Championship and Convention on Thursday morning, April 28, 2011 with a general "welcome" session at 10:00 a.m. to hand out the Championship and Convention schedule, acquaint everyone with last-minute details and developments, and talk generally about the event. The Contest Hall will open for registration at 11:00 a.m. Thursday morning. Seminars will start at Noon, Thursday, and be presented through Friday evening, April 29, 2011. Our trade show will be presented Saturday morning, with a full afternoon of Museum tours, and the famous Museumbenefit auction handled that evening. Judging will occur on Saturday evening, starting at 5:30 p.m., and the traditional Awards Breakfast will be held on Sunday morning, May 1, 2011 at the host hotel.
Seminars at GSL-XXIII
One of the central experiences in attending the GSL International Scale Vehicle Championship and Convention is the opportunity to attend, learn from, and participate in seminars presented by leading hobbyists and builders. Regularly, these seminars attract 50-plus people per session, and start on Thursday morning and go through Friday evening (and sometimes on Saturday morning). Remember: Admission to all of the seminars and other events and activities and, of course, open to all registered GSL competitors, is also included in the $15 non-competitors registration fee.
We're pleased to announce that we've already made arrangements for six seminars, with more to come.
. Two-time GSL Best of Show winner Randy Derr will present a seminar on how he built his GSL-XXII Best of Show and Best in Class winning model. It is a long-standing tradition, going back almost two decades, for Best of Show winners to return to the next Championship to "tell all" about they built their great models. This is one way in which GSL advances the building level in the hobby. Randy has presented seminars previously, and he'll be both instructive and entertaining. Here's Randy's Best of Show model that was treated to a full feature article in Model Cars magazine.
Randy won Best of Show at GSL-XXII in 2009 with this great model. This was Randy's second GSL Best of Show win! .
Winner of Best in Class for Competition-Drag, and winner of The Augie (named for Augie Hiscano, and presented to the model with the most and best use of machined parts), Steve Perry will present a seminar on mechanical detailing. Steve's a newcomer to the GSL Tradition, and he really shook everyone up with his winning model of the Freight Train dragster. Steve's enthusiastic about his seminar that will include a powerpoint presentation. Here's a photo of his GSL-XXII winning model.
Steve's Freight Train dragster was a stunning tour-de-force of advanced-and ultra-realistic, scratchbuilding.
. "The Wonders of the International Model Car Builders' Museum" By Museum Trustees. The Museum's collections and its programs to preserve the history of our hobby and promote its future will be featured in this Seminar. Please visit the Museum's Web site to learn more about the Museum. www.themodelcarmuseum .org/ . Tom Daniel will be presenting a special seminar on his storied career designing kits and doing auto art. Tom's work is also celebrated at GSL-XXIII with Group 11. (following a very dissatisfying outcome of the first version) was completely disassembled and subsequently redesigned and upgraded by Mark with many hundreds of fresh photoetched and machined parts. Still unfinished, the very substantial restyling and enhancement of DT 2 provided the ideal canvas on which to write a backstory that has added interest and character to this project and explains what the model is. Builder/designer Gustavson and consultant Wick will talk about how to "design" a venue for a model which can add excitement and dimension to the modeling experience. Each seminar attendee will receive a summary of the presentation.
Display at GSL-XXIII:
The Museum will present a special exhibit featuring its recent acquisition of the rare 1958-era Revell quarter-scale engine projects. Through the generosity of Don Hollensen and John Lunger, the Museum now has in the collection what amounts the entirety of all of the parts of this authentically detailed engine project. These parts were gathered by Lonnie Flanders, a legendary early Revell kit engineer. One of the engines will be on display at GSL and those visiting to the Museum on Saturday will be able to see the original General Motors presentation and the stunning parts.
GSL-XXII Review
BILL HELM
The Twenty-Second GSL International Scale Vehicle Championship and Convention was another great event, attended by long-time and new competitors, participants, and exhibitors from 16 states and Canada. Hundreds of models were on display and in competition, and the variety and creativity were, as usual, amazing and inspiring.
The GSL Championship was again held at the Salt Lake Sheraton City Centre hotel, and many modelers arrived early to be sure they could attend every activity, and enjoy GSL to the fullest. Competitors were lined up Thursday morning at 11:00 for early registration, and the Contest Hall tables began to fill quickly. People spent the day catching up with old friends, meeting new ones, attending the seminars held during that day, and participating in the Thursday-evening round-table discussion on judging scale vehicle contests. Friday included three more seminars, an overview presentation of the International Model Car Builders' Museum and its activities including the "Clone the Past," and "Scan the Past" programs (not to mention the donation of the famed Estlow collection) and more competitors and their entries arriving throughout the day.
Here are just a few of the many participants and competitors that attended GSL-XXII.
A special event-long exhibit in the Contest Hall featured the Best of Show winning models from the first twenty-one GSL Championships, and many of those builders were in attendance with their ground-breaking models. A special booklet featuring each of the Best of Show models was published and distributed as part of that exhibit, and each Best of Show winner was given a commemorative, blue denim shirt embroidered with the year they won. This 27-page, history-filled book includes photos of each winning model, a descriptive text, and analysis of the winning models over the years.
Additionally Fellow Trustee Phil Gladstone and I are currently working on organizing the incredible quantity of GSLrelated printed materials that Mark S. Gustavson has saved over the years, and other Championship items that have been donated over the years-most recently by Tom West. We have printed documents from all the years, all the artwork ranging from Ted Nagata's original GSL image, to the work of Russ Schwenkler, to the work of Bob Wick that's been used for at least 15 years. Phil and I are preparing sequential binders of memorabilia and ephemera, matched by adjacent binders filled with images of each year, along with magazine coverage and other publicity items. We hope to combine all of the items from major scrapbooks on the early years (assembled many years ago by Renee Kallen) into these binders, and eventually scan all GSL items for longterm preservation. When finished, this will be a major collection of historical items on the Championship.
I have placed each magazine in special archival sleeves, with backer boards, to help chemically stabilize the magazines and protect them from getting bent. Each title is divided into years, and then placed in individual binders.
Also, the Museum has acquired, over the last few years from Trustees Alan Raab and Mark S. Gustavson (who have made purchases from eBay), wonderful back issues of Model Maker, Model Cars, and The Model Maker. These titles provide a look at a variety of modeling interests from years past: these magazines were United Kingdom publications from the 50's and 60's that included, boats, planes, trains, and automobiles. The Model Maker is from the early 1920's and 30's, and showcased models such as steam engines, trains, and boats. Those are great magazines to revisit modeling skills and details from that time period. These early editions are extremely fragile and may not last until they are scanned, so additional help is needed from scanners.
The magazine collection is extensive, and we've also gathering club newsletters (the small white binders on the right side of this image). Vintage VHS tapes (top of the bookcases) await conversion to CDs.
We are collecting these two titles, which reveal a great deal of interesting historical and building detail. These magazines are hard to find.
Model club newsletters have been moved from the small binders and combined into larger ones. These issues are really interesting since they provide an insight to modeling activity from all over the world. We want to keep a record of each club's activities. If your club publishes a newsletter, e-mail it to me (including any back issues) for printing and archiving-here's my email address: oakcab50@comcast.net. Printed issues are welcome, also.
I'm also working on assembling "Personality Profile" binders, each of which will be focused on historical figures in our hobby. Each of these binders will be in colors different from the magazines (tan covers), GSL items (burgundy covers), club newsletters (blue). I'll draw on items that Janet Gustavson has organized in our filing cabinets for these persons, initially: Bob Barnett, Don Emmons, John Estlow, Augie Hiscano, Jim Keeler, Bob Paeth, Ed Roth, and Gerald Wingrove.
Speaking of rare, this United Kingdom magazines (actually, two titles were combined) is wonderful to read and research.
Finally, if you have any of the following magazines you'd like to donate, or loan for scanning, please contact me or Mark S. Gustavson (contact info on last page).
Can you help by donating excellent copies of the following publications?
. Auto World catalogs (small issues) 1959, 1st Edition (replace black and white copy) When I visited the Museum at GSL-XXII (2009), it had been nearly 20 years since I had last been there. I vaguely recall the early 1990's edition of the Museum being in a small building on a side street in the general vicinity of downtown Salt Lake City. It was clearly a "diamond in the rough" kind of effort, but noteworthy nonetheless.
During my 24-hour "whirlwind" trip out to GSL-XXII and back, I stopped by the Museum on the way back to the airport. I was stunned. Literally speechless! To see what Mark, the Trustees, and the team of volunteers had done to develop this idea over the ensuing years was just about unbelievable.
Here, in two large rooms, lies the entire history of our hobby. If you've participated in our hobby and read the magazines in any decade starting in the 1960's . . . you'll see many of the models you remember are now housed here. It literally took my breath away to be amongst such talent and achievement.
I took around 400 pictures during my brief visit this year, and with any luck maybe some of those will eventually see print in one of the model car magazines. But even if they do, they will be not substitute for the real thing.
Ever read those articles about "100 things you must do before you die"? Time to add another two, and to put it them at the front of your list. First, find a way to get to the International Model Car Builder's Museum and witness it first-hand. Second, try to find a way to send a financial contribution, no matter how small, to help defray the operating costs (mostly, paying the rent) and to assure the ongoing longevity of this undertaking. "In October of 2007 I received an e-mail from Mark Gustavson: Would I be willing to pick up a load of items that were being donated to the Model Car Museum? Based on my previous contact with Mark, I suspected right away that a mission of this sort, besides doing a good turn for the Museum, would likely be an interesting and rewarding adventure.
Historic Donation by Tom West
"I set up a meeting with Tom West and drove out to his house at the appointed time. Even as someone who has built model cars and devoured car and model related publications since the early Sixties, I'll confess that the name initially meant nothing to me. Unless we've been intimately connected to the industry of creating and marketing plastic models, it probably appears to most of us like even the most engineered of these creations spring full blown from some mysterious place, perhaps created by robots or elves. Model kits have just always been there in my life-you just go down to the hobby shop and buy them.
Steve literally filled the entire bed of his vintage Ranchero with the items that Tom (pictured) donated to the Museum.
"Tom is a passionate but genuinely modest and discrete fellow, but as he described some of the items he was giving the Museum -mostly model catalogs going back as far as the sixties -I began to get the sense that this was a man who had been involved in the higher levels of the model car industry for quite some time. He seemed particularly proud of his role helping create the large scale Racing Scenes for Aurora in the early Seventies and he showed me several pages of promotional materials for this ambitious project.
"After packing up a load of boxes, including one printed with 'Revell-Venice California' (a piece of modeling history in its own right), I was getting ready to leave when a familiar looking shape on a shelf in the garage caught my eye. 'Is that what I think it is?,' I asked him. He reached over and pulled it down. 'I guess the Museum should have this, too,' he said. I now clearly saw that it was the large scale wooden pattern for the Attempt I model kit body! Having recently built the Revell kit, I was in awe. As he talked a little about his days at Revell in the sixties, I began to fully understand that this was a man who had spent the better part of his life as an insider in our hobby, someone who had been present at the creation of some of our plastic model icons.
"I placed the buck on the floor next to me (no way was I leaving it in the bed of my Ranchero with the rest of the boxes!) and drove home. I packed and shipped this precious cargo off to the Museum a couple of days later, but not before taking the time to carefully examine and photograph the Attempt I pattern. I figured it might be the only time I was likely to have such an item in my care-both the responsibility and the thrill were intense and I barely wanted to let it out of my sight."
Probably the most significant item in the West donation is the 1/10 scale Attempt I wood buck created decades ago by skilled woodworkers.
It required two SUVs to transport the many large boxes from the commercial mail center to the Museum. When we opened the boxes, we were utterly amazed to see historic records of Revell corporate management notes from the Sixties, the wood buck for the Attempt I model, many dozens of model car catalogs, late Sixties Revell "man to the moon" educational materials for schools and 75 pieces of Radio Control car material. There were also over 100 pieces of toy, diecast, and train catalogs and related material. These materials will be researched for years to come.
Our greatest thanks to Tom for his generous contribution, and to Steve for driving the long distance to get these items and send them to the Museum.
In a future issue, we'll carry a feature article on Tom's great contributions to the hobby. Over the past year, we have sent Museum brochures and award certificates to most of the model car events (of which we're aware) throughout the world. So, in terms of getting the word out about the Museum, things are going well.
In the middle of 2009, we re-designed the information flyer that we send to all events, and we now have self-addressed post cards for people to mail back if they are interested in getting more information about the Museum and it's programs. We send a supply of information flyers and post cards to each event. This advertising introduces the Museum to people who may not know it exists. And somehow, I'm sure, this knowledge has and will generate interest and funds for the Museum. There are currently several large model car events that have continued to generate monies for the Museum.
Also, we send two or three Museum award certificates to each model car event. These certificates are given out with the regular event awards and include an order form for the CD containing the "how-to" modeling handbook that Bob wick and Mark S. 
Scan the Past
PHIL GLADSTONE
We all know that not everything survives, especially in its original form. The Museum's most vulnerable historic items are the vintage magazines that were printed on the least expensive and least durable paper; in fact, most of what are now considered historic magazines were printed on very poor quality paper. The history and information contained in those early issues of model car magazines cannot be lost: Coverage of the early events in the hobby, together with the great models created by early craftsmen, would be lost forever if each magazine crumbled into dust. We've noticed some deterioration in the magazines even though the Salt Lake City climate is nearly ideal for preserving vintage books and magazines.
Clearly, the loss of coverage of historic model car events and feature articles isn't acceptable, and the Museum decided several years ago that it couldn't tolerate such an inevitable result without doing something to preserve the images and information! Trustee Mark Benton developed a scanning protocol, and we invited interested and computer-savvy hobbyists to help us. For several years, dedicated hobbyists have been busily scanning vintage magazines and transferring those digital images onto DVDs. When finished with a label, those DVDs are shipped to the Museum and stored here. Scanned at 300 dpi per page, a full-size magazine typically requires two DVDs. We know that, eventually, new storage technologies will develop, but right now we're in a foot race to get our magazines scanned while we can.
It's a time-consuming effort and gives evidence to the great dedication of our scanners. Right now, Dave Cura, Dave Best and Dave King have been scanning dozens of magazines for the Museum. In fact, it's difficult at times to keep these great guys supplied with the vintage magazines from the magazine collections.
As of October 2010, dozens of magazines had been digitalized and the almost entire run of Model Car Science magazines have been saved, with Car Model coming along nicely. As each disk is received from our dedicated scanners, we breathe a little easier knowing that the information on one more historic magazine is saved from oblivion.
If you have a good scanner, the capability to scan and transfer images to a DVD, and if you care about helping us preserve the past before it is lost forever, Standing there outside the contest hall at GSL XXII, I never knew it would be so easy to make a guy happy. I mean, gee whiz, all I did was offer to scan a few magazines for the museum's Scan The Past program and there he was, blubbering with appreciation. OK, so I embellished on the "blubbering" thing, but those eyes were mighty sincere in saying "thank you." Mark Gustavson may be a pit bull in the courtroom, but he's a big old softie when it comes to the Museum! So, why did I offer to help out with this important project? I never really thought about it much until Mark asked me to write a little something for the newsletter. Well, it's simple really. Of course, it's about helping to preserve the history of the hobby we love so much. But, perhaps more importantly, it's about building a solid foundation of achievement and information for the upand-coming youth. History provides a backdrop against which all future activity stands, so an appreciation for it can only enhance the experience. Who knows what the future will bring, but we do know that today's smaller community of modeling youth is swimming against the tide of video games, the Internet, and reality television when they choose to build something. Aside from actually going out and building models with the kids, this is another way we can encourage youth participation and contribute to the future health of this hobby-by providing the backdrop of history.
Truth of the matter is, I don't know why more guys don't raise their hand to help out with this project. You don't need a doctorate in Computer Science to get involved-just a PC, scanner, and a willingness to help. The process itself is fairly straightforward, and we'll be happy to guide you through it. I usually just scan a couple of pages while I'm checking email, or waiting for paint to dry, so it's not like you have to sit there all day and do it.
And besides, the more folks we can get to help out, the quicker the day will come when it's all finished. That will be quite a day-we might even get MG to blubber a bit! As part of our effort to educate the model car public about the history of our hobby, the Museum has identified the most influential models in the model car hobby through 1968, and has created a chart to identify those models, their builders, and the magazines in which those models appeared (after all, a model can't be influential if it was never covered in the hobby media or exposed to the public!) For more information on the "Clone the Past" program, visit here: www .themodelcarmuseum.org/Programs/Clone/clone.html)
Our goal is either to acquire (by donation or purchase) or replicate (if a model is not otherwise available) the most influential models in the history of our hobby, and to display these models in a special display case so that Mark Gustavson will tell you he's not much of a salesman, but one of two things is for sure. Either he's lying and knows it, or I'm a gullible son of a gun. After I agreed to help with the "Scan The Past" program, he went for broke and asked if I would consider taking on a model project for the Museum's "Clone The Past" program. "Go ahead. Pick one out. It'll be fun . . . ," he says. Well, I took the bait and now I'm working on cloning Dennis Bryant's StingRay that appeared in the January '65 issue of Car Model magazine. Dennis Bryant's StingRay XK-E was an interesting piece based on a '63 Corvette roadster that featured custom bodywork, a Jaguar XK-E engine and other components, right-hand drive, and a tube chassis. After trying to find Mr. Bryant to see if he still had the model, I realized I wasn't going to get off the hook that easy. Using an AMT '63 Corvette kit, I've started on the bodywork only recently, but hope to share progress with everyone going forward. So far, this project looks like it's going to be a heck of a ride.
So once again, I'm asking myself why I agreed to do this. Well, it's about giving something back to the hobby, and once again, helping to bridge those gaps between the past, present, and future. But I must admit to a bit of selfish motivation here as well. Quite frankly, I enjoy a challenge, and it will be more than just a little cool to see something that I built, actually IN the Museum.
Among the many challenges with a CTP project, one of the most intriguing (or frustrating, depending on your attitude) is the lack of reference material. For example, the Car Model magazine article has a few decent shots of the front and side of the car but virtually nothing that shows the back of the car. In this case, I'm taking the approach that this simply gives me the green light to use a bit of artistic license to fill in any undocumented features. Unless of course, we have someone out there who has some recollection of this particular model, in which case I would love to hear from you! Bryant's model had a tremendous level of detail, with intricate scratchbuilt, working features, including a brass frame, functional rack and pinion steering, working A-arms and shocks, opening doors, hood, and trunk, and a removable body. This brings us to another CTP challenge-deciding how closely the clone should match the original. Taking into account that this model will be sitting in a display case some day, clearly marked as a clone and not the original piece, and the fact that I'd like to actually finish the model in a reasonable amount of time, Mark and I agreed that the clone need not have all of the same scratchbuilt working features.
The Car Model magazine featured showed quite a bit of detail, but totally omitted any view of the taillights!
With all of this in mind, I finally just dove in. Truth be told, I'm a notoriously slow builder (ok, fess up-show of hands . . . .c'mon I know I'm not the only one . . . .), and this project is proving to be no exception. So far, all the work has revolved around the body mods which, at first glance, do not appear to be too extensive. But of course, like most projects, this one is proving to be more involved than I first anticipated.
First the easy stuff-I cut off the windshield frame . . . OK, so far, so good . . . and then . . . I couldn't decide where to go next. After staring at it and the photos for a while, I finally figured it was best to just start from the front and work my way back. I filled in the scribed lines for the headlights, and ground down the hood bulge that extends on to the nose of the car. I also ground down the bulge on the cowl, eliminated the windshield wipers, and filled the cowl grilles. Rather than messing around with the kit hood, the plan is to make a new hood from a piece of plastic or brass sheet since it's almost perfectly flat. That much I can tell from the photos in the magazine.
Next, I started working on the front fenders by making a horizontal cut just under the character beltline, almost all the way back to the front edge of the doors. Then I bent them in towards the center of the car to create the characteristic reveal behind the front wheels. Lots of super glue kept these in place, and I filled the fender vents with scrap plastic and putty. More grinding followed with removal of all the Corvette emblems, door handles, etc, and then a light application of filler to smooth things out. I also filled the trim and lower door lines with putty, as Bryant's model had doors that were a little shorter in height.
The pictures show that progress is being made, albeit slowly to be sure. I welcome your comments and suggestions for making this project a success. In the meantime, I will keep plugging away at this, and I hope to provide updates periodically.
So what do you say? You know you love a challenge too! Come and drink the Kool-Aid, and sign up for a "Clone The Past" project! There are plenty of pieces left to choose from. C'mon, raise your hand-you'll be glad you did! Now who's the salesman?! When I expressed an interest in this project, Mark shipped it to me and then I jumped on the phone with Chuck. I then made a list of the necessary parts and modifications to the rough castings required to accurately clone the original model. It turns out that Chuck started with a '61 Pontiac that was obviously heavily modified to build the innovative model that won that contest. When I get a corrected body resin cast and fit to the chassis and other parts, I'll send it to Chuck, who wants to paint the clone of his famed model, after which the rest of the assembly will be handled by yours truly.
Chuck cheerfully participated in GSL-XXII and spoke with Al about the cloning project.
